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ModMyToys Deluxe
Borosilicate Glass Tube

Cutting Kit

$39.95
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Short Description

Let's cut through all the crap glass and get right to it! With ModMyToys' borosilicate glass-tube cutting kit you
can get that glass-hardlined loop up and running in no time. Consisting of safety glasses, cut-resistant gloves,
sand-paper and the glass-scoring tool itself, it should be a breeze getting it all done. Also inludded is 2 extra
blades and the tools to change this out. How easy is it? Pretty easy. In fact, I'd say it's....clear as glass, with this
kit!

Description

Let's cut through all the crap glass and get right to it! With ModMyToys' borosilicate glass-tube cutting kit you
can get that glass-hardlined loop up and running in no time. Consisting of safety glasses, cut-resistant gloves,
sand-paper and the glass-scoring tool itself, it should be a breeze getting it all done. Also inludded is 2 extra
blades and the tools to change this out. How easy is it? Pretty easy. In fact, I'd say it's....clear as glass, with this
kit!

Features

- Long lasting and special designed carbide wheel jaw can easily cut glass, tile and mosaic from 1/32" to 1/4".
- Ideal tool for cutting Borosilicate Glass Tubing.
- Rubber handle for extra grip and comfort.
- Calibrated marking for makiing accurate left-hand, right-hand, and offset bends 180°start requires less effort.
- Makes bending fast and easy.
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Specifications

Glass-Scoring Tool:

Material: Cemented carbide yg8 (cutting wheel), steel
Max Cutting Thickness < 15mm
Size:
Length: 20cm/8"
Width: 6.4cm/2.5"
Wheel Dia.: 2.2cm/0.9"

Saftey Glasses:

Color: Blue/Clear

Finish Type: scratch coating , uv-resistant , anti scratch

Lens Color: clear

Safety Gloves:

Coating: Latex

Material: Kevlar

  Abrasion Level:    3

Cut Level: 3

Tear Level: 4

Puncture Level: 4

Additional Information

Brand ModMyToys

SKU MMT-DELUXE-GLASSCUT-KIT

Weight 3.0000

Tubing Accessories Type Tool
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